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reviews). A powerful but controversial idea is that SIMILARITY is an organizing principle. Within this framework, there
are important distinctions concerning just how similarity
b
d .
b
.11
operates, ut we WI not e concerne WIth them here (see
M d. 1989 "
. ) S.
.
.
.
~at. we put thIngs m the s~e cat~gones becaus.ethey are
siffillar to each other. A robIn and a hawk (both bIrds) seem
obviously more similar than a robin and an elephant (not a
bird); elephants are not birds because they are not sufficiently similar to them. A natural consequence of this similarity view is that the world is organized for us and our
categories map onto this reality (e.g., Rosch and Mervis
1975).
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e maIn cn.lclsm has
been that the notion of sIm!l~ty IS too unconstrained to be
useful as,an explana~o~ p~nc~ple (Goodman 19~2; Murphy
and Medm 1985). Siffilianty IS usually defined m terms of
shared properties, but Goodman argued that any two things
share an unlimited number of properties (e.g., robins and
elephants can move, weigh more than an ounce, weigh more
than two ounces, take up space, can be thought about, etc.).
Given this apparent flexibility, it may be that we see things
as similar because they belong to the same category and not
.
b
I . . .1 ' .
. versa. That IS,
VIce
may e we can exp aIn Simi anty m terms
.
of categones. .
. . ..
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An alternative to the siffilianty
that theories provide conceptual

VIew of categonzation IS
coherence (Carey 1985;

Kei11989; Medin 1989; Rips 1989; Hirschfeld and Gelman
1994). The theory-based explanation of categorization is
consistent with the idea that CONCEPTSare comprised of
features or properties. By concept, we mean the mental representation of a category that presumably includes more
'
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.
n~tions ~o. eyon Siffil anty mo e s ~n argu!ng that underlYIng pnncipies (often c~usal) d~terffilne which features are
relevant ~d how they ffilght be Interrelated (Komatsu 1992;
see also BIllman and Knutson 1996).
In current cognitive science theorizing, similarity has a
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Categoriza:tion, the process by which distinct entities are
treated as equivalent, is one of the most fundamental and
pervasive cognitive activities. It is fundamental because categorization permits us to understand and make predictions

role to play but a limited one that, in many respects, changes
its character. Researchers who focus on similarity (e.g., c;
Nosofsky 1988) use models of selective feature weighting ,~
such that similarity is, in part, a byproduct of category leam- ii'
ing. °.ilier researchers ~erive. a role for similari.ty from an c:
analysIs of how categones ffilght be used to satIsfy human
goals such as in drawing inferences (e.g., Anderson 1991).
Finally, investigators who argue that categories are organized around knowledge structures (e.g., Wisniewski and
Medin 1994) allow theories to determine the very notion of
what a feature is. '

about objects and events in our world. People (necessarily)
make use of only the tiniest fraction of the possible categorization schemes, but even a modest-sized set of entities can
be grouped in a limitless number of ways. Therefore, a fundamental question is why we have the categories we have
and not others. Further, what do our categorization schemes
allow us to do that other schemes would not?
There has been a plethora of work on the structure of categories, mostly examining natural .object categories (see
Smith and Medin 1981; Rips 1990; Komatsu 1992 for

Is there a single set of principles that applies to all categories? Evidence suggests that there may be important differences among them. First of all, a great deal of attention has ,..
been directed to the hierarchical component of categories. ;.,
Objects can b:e categorized at different levels of abstraction; ;:t
for example, your pet Fi,do can be categorized as a living "
thing, an animal, a mammal, a dog, or a poodle. Work bY~'i
Eleanor Rosch and her colleagues (Rosch et al. 1976; see"~;~"
Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven 1973 for related work in):
anthropology) has shown that one level in this hierarchY"
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